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Abstract 
A method of designing two-dimensional (2-D) FIR 
filters, wing nonuniform frequency aamplm, is presented. 
The method is based on an &mion of the DFT method 
of design, which usea uniform frequency samples. The 
pmpoeed method, is baaed on an extension of Newton's 
interpolation method to 2-D. The proposed procedm 
haa the attractive pmpertiea of permanence and recur- 
sive  computation of the d&gn parametem. A design  pro- 
cedure is given for 2-D FIR linear phase filtere and an 
example is given. 
INTRODUCTION 
Because of the f'undamental nature of the interpola- 
tion proms, methoda using combinations of varioua in- 
terpolating  functiom have been used axtensively in nu- 
merical mathematics [l], electrical engineering in general 
121, and digital signal processing in particular [MI. In 
this paper we propose a nonuniform frequency  sampling 
method  for  designing 2-D FIR digital filters. FIR filter de- 
sign methods are covered in [7,8]. The FIR design  method 
generally known a8 "frequency sampling" is based on the 
DFT and therefore is applicable to uniform frequency 
samplea only (7-101. The method proposed here is based 
on Newton's interpolation  method  and can be applied to 
both uniform aud nonuniform samples. In this sense, it 
is a genemation of the DFT method. 
Newton's  method ale0 has other dmirable character- 
iatice, namely, recursive computation of the deeign pa- 
metem and the permanence property. By permanence 
we mean the abllity of the method to 1188 mom frequency 
ssmplas to design higher order 6lbm without having to 
recompute the "old' deeign parameters. l h m  a compu- 
tauontu point of view, the deaign pnrcedure is reduced to 
the mlution of two  triangal;u systems of linear equations. 
Although  the  methods to be described are applicable 
* On leave National Technic$ University of Athens. 
in  both 1 and 2 dimemiom we shall discue~ only the 2-D 
caw here. The 1-D c88e hw been considered  earlier by 
Schiiwler [ll] ;md the reader can der to that publication 
for details. The 2-D c88e is much more interesting since 
chming the frequency response Bamplee and  generating 
the Newton form of the fflter is not 80 straightforward. 
NEWTON INTERPOLATION IN 2-D 
We describe below Newton's interpolation method 
for the case of a 2-D quadratic polynomial [4,10]. The 
extension of the method to higher  degree 2. D polyne 
miah and  higher  dimensions i straightfod, although 
the algebraic expressions  become  more  complex. The 243 
quadratic polynomial interpolation  problem can be stated 
as follows: 
Given: 
1) a set of pointa in the plane: 
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the redting polynomial can be put in the Newton form 
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